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Abstract 
In this note we prove that any finite interval order P can be represented in the plane by using 
translations of line segments, each one having a single direction of motion. We state that ISucc(P)j 
different directions are sufficient. 
Introduction 
In [ST] Rival and Urrutia introduced the representability of orders by translating 
convex sets in the plane. This note solves an inconsistency between the statement of 
Nowakowski, Rival and Urrutia [4] that interval orders are two-directional and an 
example from a paper of Rival and Urrutia [S] of an interval order which is not 
two-directional. 
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Let us briefly recall their definitions: 
l Given A,,...,A,, n disjoint convex sets of the plane, with each Ai having 
a direction di, Ai obstructs Aj if and only if there is a line joining a point of Aj to a point 
of Ai which follows dj. 
l The transitive closure of this relation is called a blocking relation. If the convex 
sets are line segments, this relation is named a line-blocking relation. 
l An order P is said to be directional if and only if it is a blocking relation. 
Moreover, P is said to be k-directional if the number of distinct directions required is 
at most k. 
These notions are particularly studied in [1,4,5]. 
Directionality of interval orders 
Let us recall that I = (X, I ,) is an interval order if and only if we can associate to 
X a collection of intervals of the real line (Ix)xtX such that x I~J~ o I, lies strictly on 
the left of I,. Interval orders have been widely studied in 131. 
In [4] the following result is given: “Every interval order is a line-blocking relation 
requiring at most two directions”. 
The order of Fig. 1 disproves this result. Indeed this is an interval order which is not 
two-directional (see [S]). 
However we are able to show that every interval order is directional. Before stating 
our theorem, we need the following: 
l Let P = (X, sp) be an order, V’x E X let U(x) = {y E X 1 x <P y}. 
l The relation “ I [,” defined by x I ay if and only if U(y) z U(x) is a preorder on 
X. The quotient of X by ” = u ” induces an order denoted by Succ(P). It is well known 
that Succ(1) is a total order if and only if I is an interval order. 
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l For an order P = (X, I~), we denote its cardinahty by IPI rather than by 1x1. 
Theorem. An interval order I is a line-blocking relation requiring at most ISucc(Z)I 
directions. 
Proof. Set Succ(Z) = SI < .. < S,,+ I where h + 1 = ISucc(Z)l, we define the following 
matrix M: 
M h+r,j=SjnMin(Z) forjE{l,..., h+ l}. 
For all (i,j) such that 1 I i I h, 2 <j< h + 1, and i +j 2 h + 2, M,,j = 
{xESjl3yESh~i+lwithy~IXandVzESk,h- i+ 1 < k<j,wehavezIl,x},where 
“ <, ” is the covering relation of I; y < r x iffy <I x and Vz E X, y I, z < I x implies 
y = z and z /iI x means that x and z are incomparable in I. 
By construction we have the properties: 
(i) M is lower triangular with respect to the reverse diagonal. 
(ii) For 1 I j < h + 1, the jth column is the set Sj. 
(iii) For 1 i j I h, the restriction of M to rows 1, . . . , h + 1 - j and to columns 
j+ l,..., h + 1 represents the set U(x), x ES> 
Actually consider y in Mi,k withk>j+landi<h-j+lthenthereexistszin 
Sh-i+l which is covered by y. The inequality h - i + 1 2 j implies U(z) c U(x), then 
y E U(x). To complete the proof of (iii) remark that U(x) c Sj+ r u ... u S,,+ r and any 
yinMi,,withi2h-j+2andk2j+1hasitspredecessorsinS,u...vSj~1. 
(iv) For 1 I i I h + 1, 1 5 j I h + 1, Vx, y E M,,j we have D(x) = D(y), where 
D(x) = {zEXIZ<I x}. 
With these properties, we can assume wlog that Vi,j with 1 2 i I h + 1 and 
1 5 j I h + 1, we have IMi,jl 5 1. 
Now, we build a line-directional representation of Z using one direction for all 
elements in Sj : Let I’ be the interval order containing Z and defined by I Mi, jl = 1, Vi, j 
such that I<i<h+l, l<j<h+l and i+j>h+2. The element of Mi,j is 
identified with its representing line segment. 
For convenience, the representation of Z uses the following conventions. The x-axis 
is reversed, that is, the abscissae increase from right to left. The y-axis is unchanged, 
that is, the ordinates increase from bottom to top. The polar angles increase counter- 
clockwise. The null angle is defined by the vector ( - 1,0) in this system of co- 
ordinates. 
For any j E [l, h + 11, the line segments of Sj are parallel with a polar angle 
Oj E [0,42] and strictly localised between two lines of polar angle Oj denoted by 
Dt and D{,,. Abscissae of the intersection of lines Dt and D&, with the x-axis are 
respectively denoted x:,r and x&. 
Angles and abscissae obtained during the construction have to satisfy: 
l 0 < @I< ..’ < Oh < Ohf, = 7c/2. 
0 0 = x:,: l < x&l < Xf”f < x;“p < . . . < x:“f < x& . 
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Fig. 4. (a) An interval order I. (b) The matrix representation of the order I. (c) A suitable representation of 
the interval order I. 
Here is the heart of the construction: 
(1) 0:; ’ and @u’, are respectively defined by x = 0 and x = x~&,,’ or any x[u’,’ > 0. 
(2) Take for L$,,r and l$,, any lines satisfying the abscissae and the angular 
conditions. 
(3) For j E [l, h - 11, as the intersection point between lines D/s,:’ and Di:t has 
strictly positive ordinate, it is always possible to choose Oj < Oj+ 1 and to build 
Dinf and D&, such that in one hand D&, is below this intersection point and in the 
other hand x&,~ < x{,,r < xjs,, . So, the intersection point between Dinf and DL:d has 
clearly a strictly positive ordinate (see Fig. 2). 
(4) The line segment Mi.j is drawn strictly in the stripe D&, Diinf with bottom on 
the x-axis. For i I h the top is on D&i+’ (see Fig. 3). For i = h + 1 and j = 1 the top is 
before D&, . For i = 1 and j > 1 the top is on Dinf. The direction of Mi,j is given by any 
vector with polar angle Oj. 
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The four steps achieve a suitable representation of I’. To obtain a representation for 
1 we use the following rules: 
l If (Mi,jl = 0, the corresponding line segment is not drawn. 
l If IMi,jl = k 2 2, k disjoint line segments are drawn inside the stripe D&,, 
L&r during step (4). 0 
An illustration of the theorem is shown in Fig. 4. 
Concluding remarks 
l Using the proof of the claim: “For any positive integer m, there is an ordered set 
with no m-directional representation” given in [S], we show in [2] that for every 
integer k there exists an interval order which is not k-directional. 
l These new notions which can model separability problems in computational 
geometry seem to be an attractive domain for further investigations. 
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